
PART B 

Introduction to our portrait inquiries... 
 



In this next section of Part B, I present all seven portrait inquiries from 

chapters 6 through to 12.  

Using a multimodal participatory approach, each portrait traces              

significant moments of artistic process and ponderings to gather        

meaningful key words that offer rich description—phenomenologically 

and experientially. Unfolding in ‘good time’ not ‘anticipated time’, these 

portraits-in-process are carried through a layering process that underlies 

the very multifaceted nature of becoming. 

While each inquiry is different in story, artmaking and identification, I 

have tried to maintain a consistent pattern for presenting each unfolding 

portrait-in-process, showing how our identities can be viewed through 

spontaneous, creative and thoughtful ways. Throughout the visual layers 

of each inquiry, I have recorded reflective and reflexive writings, inter-

subjective responses made by others, and data collection (key words and 

themes) to show how I have arrived at these critical intersubjective       

understandings.  

Occasionally, I have expanded or amplified our shared meaning by       

delving into moments of embodied resonance for greater transparency 

of my own creative process. Then to simplify expanded meanings,        

reductions became necessary. At times, these reductions required more 

expansion. From Sullivan’s (2010) notes, I have embraced the engaging 

cyclic process of collaborative research, turning “...questions into under-

standings that give rise to more questions” (p.121). That is, as each      

inquiry wove in and out of dialogues, artmaking and meaning making, 

what seems to be endings, often became new beginnings. Yet our        

inquiries must did find a place of arrival. These arrivals occurred when 

the last aspect of the work felt complete in some way—temporarily      

concluding our shared exchange. Upon this ‘apparent’ time of              

completion, I conducted a multisensory account of seeing, hearing and 

feeling (SHF) the ‘finished’ artwork, thus offering yet another creative 

aesthetic for exploring intertextual meaning (a discourse to meaning). 

Towards the end of each inquiry, mini creative syntheses are offered in 

the form of visual poetic depictions—for new ways of knowing and being. 

As transient frames of reference, these multilayered presentations        

mirror our emergent flexible ways of being in the world, revealing the 

multidimensional qualities of our lived experience. I close each inquiry 

with an image of how I presented our portraits-in-process for exhibit, 

showing the original artwork alongside photographed prints of the work 

documented during various stages of creation. The artwork for my       

exegesis was exhibited for six weeks at the Caloundra Regional Gallery—

October-November. 

See DVD on the back cover for viewing the transformation of artwork, 

installation and hanging of all portraits (including public interactions). 
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During the first year of my doctoral studies, 

I struggled to accept my mother’s difficult 

battle with cancer and her ultimate passing 

or ‘departure’ in November 2008.  

 

Capturing a sense of my experience of grief, 

this emergent self-portrait beginning in          

February 2009, explores my post-death 

mourning and my sense of feeling lost  and 

one year later  feeling found as I rediscover 

hope and fortitude for our creative            

connections. In creative process, these dark 

times shift from a gloomy to an optimistic 

position, where in the final layer of my 

painting I accept mum’s departure         

metaphorically as ‘leaving’... 

 

 

 

.. she leaves 

 

         ... I arrive 

                     

INTRODUCTION  
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 Figure 5 — ‘Departure’                                                                                                                   (oil on canvas / 120 x 120 cms / February, 2009) 



The first layer of my self-portrait is painted in one day, finished, signed and titled 

‘Departure’ (Figure 5). Fittingly, this imagined scene expresses my feelings of mum’s plight, 

and the upheaval and despair of being engulfed in this turbulent dark space of decline and 

death. 

  

In the first layer of paint, I embody the feeling of darkness and grief by laying the               

foundations with murky colours to express an ambush of mess and destruction. This dark 

under-layer of oil paint is thinned with a turpentine soaked rag. The smell of turpentine is 

intoxicating. Most of this layer is painted with my hands (and occasionally  with a brush). At 

times I notice the push and pull of paint on the canvas surface. My incidental and irregular 

markings on the large square canvas account for surprise, confusion, trouble, disappoint-

ment, foreboding and entanglement. These visible yet unwanted effects heighten my sense 

of the disarray—of mum’s defeat. I make a conscious note of how I haphazardly offload the 

paint... placement and displacement... smearing on and rubbing off.  

 

Close to the time of painting my self-portrait, I was experiencing a deep sense of sadness for 

the 173 lives lost  in the horrific  ‘Black Saturday’ bushfires (in Victorian, 7th February, 2009). 

Mum spoke of how her body felt like it was on fire from the radiation spheres injected        

internally. I use comparable colours and tones to that of a bushfire: burning red ambers, 

smoke, and charcoal remains.  

 

There is little shaping or refining except for my blurred presence on the edge. Sitting at the 

edge of this chaotic space, I sense my own exit. With deep regret I gently rub away mum’s 

tiny disappearing figure with a cloth dipped in turpentine. Her spirit gradually makes an exit, 

while the dripping turpentine marks my tears. 

 

On impulse (or necessity), I paint a large white opaque covering that protectively arcs over 

and around me: like a barrier from all the anguish. Gradually, this mass changes in shape, 

size and direction as the flickering marks scatter forwards and outwards, clumping together 

FIRST LAYER IN PROCESS  
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I sense great vulnerability and loss in this layer as we separate.  

It’s a substation of ruin and sadness. However ominous, it feels complete. Both dark and light 

forces are at work here. The raw account of my grief and despair acknowledges my own sense of 

displacement. The difficulty of watching mum undergo radical experimental treatment 

(radiation spheres injected directly into her body) sends me to the margins for safety and solace.  

Left alone, haunting the edges, I could easily slip out of the picture.  

I recall mum’s frightful account of her radiation treatment as she becomes radio-active, contami-

nated and weakened. A human Belladonna — no one can be near her for a week. As a way of 

coping, I see mum retreat as if waving the white flag in defeat.  

 

PONDERINGS... 

Upon revisiting my self-portrait for my doctoral studies, an empathic colleague offers   

                                   her sensitive thoughts to the early stages of the artwork in process... 
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Touching a chord, Juliette echoes her resonance 

   on her own, 

   long gone,  

   sits alone  

   may not know 

 

As dismal as it seems, I feel acknowledged in this lonely 

place, skirting the edges, and like mum surrendering in  

silence. I stare at my painting and see how blurred and   

detached I appear, sitting at the fringe of this messy place 

— in retreat 

where 

the  

edge  

becomes  

my  

support. 

 

 

                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This silence  

is very lonely. 
Stacey and Valerie.  

Unaware of the circumstances 

behind my portrait, they both 

imagine a storm brewing in 

the painting and notice the           

position of my figure to the 

edge  — alone. 

Smudged into this smoky environment, we both seem passive,       

softened and receding. As mum deteriorates, I experience my own 

sense of disappearance. I imagine mum’s ghostly spirit reluctantly 

crossing a path of hot coals, that eventually burn to black cinder. The 

cinder is the residue: the ultimate form of what her body becomes 

after the radiation, chemo, and finally her cremation.  

 

Another two intersubjective  responses are offered by my colleagues  
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Following by Valerie’s response, 
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This does feel like my point of safety—at the edge for support.  

 

I feel deeply understood in ways not spoken of directly, yet seem to be felt by 

us in the artwork.   

 

Another response by Warren my supervisor touches a different chord. He      

offers a poetic intersubjective response that evokes more connections in my 

self-portrait. In particular, his words dilemma, diminishing, dissipating and     

insubstantial hold resonance. 



Taking all four  intersubjective responses offered by my peers and  supervisor, 

I cluster resonant key words into five relevant groups (Table 4).  

Table 4 — Clustered key words from poetic responses by Juliette, Stacey, Valerie and Warren 

 

I follow an urge to delve deeper into this sense of silence, of retreating  

 

            alone 

 

             waving the white flag... 

To synthesise meaning, these five clusters (themes) will be utilised later in 

my inquiry, along with emergent descriptive data I will gather along the 

way. For now the notion of silence while in retreat holds strong for me. 
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Insubstantiality 

reverie 

may not know 

may not know 

may not know 

blank 

ephemeral 

dreaming 

diminishing  

dissipate 

Melancholic 

on her own 

she sits alone 

static 

white space 

moment of safety  

coverings 

she sits alone 

fog 

long gone 

The edge 

the side 

does it lead out  

obscured in its origins  

lead toward 

heading away 

on the edge 

I remain on the edge 

  

In this storm 

maelstrom gathers  

momentum 

wild 

in a storm 

turned 

trailing 

Horns of dilemma  

apprehension 

pensive 

captured 







To expand on our experience for an enriched under-

standing of grief, Bertman (1999) suggests we may 

open or amplify experiential moments in the inquiry 

and artmaking process through different creative 

modalities. To emergently unfold my inquiry into 

grief, I stay with my felt sense of the silence and of 

waving the white flag  by creating a small clay figure 

in retreat –— at the last post (Figure 6).  

 Figure 6 — ‘Silenced at the last post’           
Unfired clay, wood, netting  
H22 x W12xL10 cms  
April, 2009 

Emphasising my sense of aloneness in grief, I imagine the feeble    

position that echoes defeat. Curled up on a small land mass, I create a 

crouching figure looking downwards with one arm wrapped around 

her legs for support as if closing up for protection while the other arm 

or hand rests on the ground. This hand holds a slightly twisted 

wooden stick with a tattered white flag.  

 

The delicate open weave of the frayed fabric looks weak and               

insubstantial as if the wind would go right through it. The upright 

stick is slightly crooked – perhaps jaded by the unmet promises of            

recovery. Alarmed by this image, I have a strong negative response to 

the haunting shape of the flag as it reminds me of the Grim Reaper’s 

scythe! 

RETURNING TO THE SILENCE... 

 Figure 7 — The scythe shape echoes within these two images 
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PONDERINGS... 



Using a Stanley knife, I carefully cut away the centre back of the    

upper body and head. While cutting away parts may signify         

something missing or taken away, it feels more like an opening for 

life to flow through. I carefully reposition the head to face upwards 

and outwards, ready to meet another. Now on the lookout, she     

appears more receptive and searching –  with hope to be found. 

 

She still seems silent yet open for encounter. 

 

The mesh flag is repositioned and permanently attached with glue. 

Still frayed at the edge, with some threads lost, it seems more          

upright and positive. Viewing these changes, I photograph the figure 

in a lighter  environment to capture a more hopeful presence (Figure 

8).  Incidentally, the flag of defeat (seen in Figure 6) has been shaped 

and almost disappears into the background — barely seen. 

   

Without describing my inclination to create this clay figure, I invite 

my colleague Juliette, to intersubjectively respond... (see Table 5). 

Days later I return to the clay figure to rework it.  

 

Trying not to stay too pensive, I see how the white flag could also 

represent an umbrella for  protection. Comparing the two views 

from Figure 7, I notice how my figure at the edge is protected by the 

large white mass painted above and around my form. I also see how 

the large white arc seems to umbrella mum’s disappearing spirit. 

With growing curiosity I get an urge to change the figure’s form 

(Figure 8). 

Figure 8 — ‘Silenced yet open for encounter’                                                 (unfired clay, wood, fabric, glue) 
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ARTMAKING IN THE PROCESS... 



    

Table 5 — Juliette’s intersubjective response to my clay figure (dialogue) 

From Juliette’s response, I linger on how she says it is “ok to touch the 

edges”. I take a deep breath in feeling acceptance in my way of 

touching or staying at the edge, and consider how I once dwelled in 

the darker place of fear and trepidation that at times became too 

pensive or melancholic for my own good.  

 

From Juliette’s companioned response (Table 5) and my own         

process, ponderings and artmaking, I  chose resonant key words to 

create four clustered themes: Anonymity, Hollowed out, Surrender 

and She’s present, shown in Table 6.  
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Anonymity 

not letting us in 

harder to go into the head 

meaning is withheld 

not give us anything to go by 

more limited 

need permission to go in 

ok to touch the edges 

  

Hollowed out 

full of holes 

not full 

hollowed out in the head and heart 

windows 

feel intrusive to go into the hollowed 

part 

big hollow spaces in her 

feel inside those hollows 

  

Surrender 

won’t fight anymore 

curled in 

whatever will be will be 

sadness 

lost her face 

can’t get up 

very still 

quiet deep sadness 

just the threads of it 

  

She’s present 

can’t ignore her at all 

something’s present 

touches me holding 

extremely present possibility 

to be seen, got your attention 

easier to travel into the body 

very intimate 

meeting each other 

lean of posture 

I can feel how she was made  

when I go in there, acceptance 

 

Table 6 — Key words from Juliette’s intersubjective response  

According to Masman (2009) we feel relief in the consent of exploring our 

loss, sadness and grief. While I do not describe at length how difficult it 

was to experience mum’s decline and death, I feel comforted and       

compassionately held when the threads of my sadness are gently held 

by significant others. My voice is found with others ( Kaplan, 1995) . 

 

Accordingly, Hyland Moon (2009), Lett (2011), May (1975/1994), Merleau-

Ponty (1968/1995), Moon (2009), and Yalom (2008) state emphatically that 

existential therapy requires great courage as we attend to the slippery 

negative moments of the therapeutic encounter. We should not shy 

away from the difficult passages, where McNiff (1998b) reminds us that 

“...doubt, fear, and indirectness are eternal aspects of the creative 

path” (p. 1), and that we need to let go of and embrace the process 

rather than worry about revealing dark, secretive or unacceptable inner 

emotions that may make us feel or “..look foolish, vulnerable, or                         

unattractive” (p. 22).   

 

Masman (2009) suggests we converse with ‘Melancholia’ when she 

appears or comes calling  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, I touch deeply on the wistful moments of my experience 

where I feel the open-weave threads and the tattered connections 

in the stillness and retreat. As I gently touch the soft powdery       

surface of my ‘melancholic’ clay figure  I explore the openings and 

bend down to meet her gaze where I  notice a shift from sadness to 

hope. 

...to reassess your goals, to have quiet ‘down time’, to 

heed her visit as a signal for change and growth. You 

might notice a pattern to her visits, such as a particular 

time of the year. She certainly possesses the power to 

take the wind out of your sails as she sweeps into the 

room  calling for a time of stillness and retreat (p. 11). 
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AN INVITATION... 

Prompted by an invitation to enter the 2009 annual exhibition 

held by the Cancer Council of Victoria, I return to my portrait 

one year later carrying a different sense of grief in losing mum 

to cancer. Curiously, the invitation announces the current 

theme as ‘Lost and Found’.  

 

I stare at my painting I’ve signed and titled ‘Departure’ and see 

only what is lost - nothing found. Additionally, I see how       

ominous this space is and that the position of my figure  to the 

edge feels distant compared to how I feel now. 

 

One year has passed since mum’s death where I have shifted 

position. 

 

PONDERINGS... 

With a spark of motivation to enter this work for exhibit, I         

return to the artwork and see past the foreboding. A glimpse of 

hope comes through. Something stirs my soul as my eyes rest 

on the white mass of flickering lines. The movement and 

rhythm of these lines feel engaging, comforting, beckoning — 

to be caught — I didn't notice this before. On the go, they     

appear to move forward as if delivering a message. With my 

grief reduced, what felt lost is now  found.           

 

I imagine that these white lines represent our missed                      

communications — our creative connections in writing and  

artmaking which united our worlds.  

Past the sorrow, I desire playful creative connections. I want to 

catch and hold these notes before they exit. I also envisage 

myself much larger now, in a new stance touching or holding 

the papers before they float away. I imagine myself positioned 

near the centre front, just beside the stack of floating papers.  

My head will be positioned at the base of the red cinders, 

where mum’s ghostly spirit passes. 

 

Now the chaotic space feels more distant and behind me. I 

want to express the courage and determination I now own, to 

honour and embrace life and to playfully hold creative          

possibilities.  
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LAYERS IN PROCESS... 

Alla Prima style (painting direct from life and   

mirror), I paint myself into the work a second 

time, much larger and stronger than before.       

Closer to the viewer, I stand upright in the centre 

foreground, facing forward with resolve,            

acknowledging being lost in mourning yet found 

anew (Figure  9). 

 

PONDERINGS... 

Considering mum’s generous heart and empathic 

nature, I imagine the sheets of white paper    

floating forward are notes of love and                 

compassion, creativity and wisdom. 

 

More resolved, my self-portrait has evolved into a 

positive space that honours the gift of creativity. 

 Figure 9 — ‘Finding connections’                                                                                   (oil on canvas / 120 x  120 cms / January, 2010) 
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 Figure 10 — ‘Departure & arrival (leaving)’                                                                   (oil on canvas / 120 x 120 cms / January, 2010) 

 

For a final touch, I soften my facial expression and 

finish the image days later with a metaphoric        

affirmative note of mum ‘Leaving’. I imagine the 

groundcover of red hot coals can be easily transform 

into a mass of red autumn leaves floating through-

out the work. I paint them in as if a gust of wind lifts 

them up, transported to new places: outward bound 

(Figure 10). 

 

 

Being avid leaf collectors, mum and I often admired 

the different colours, shapes and forms of the fallen 

leaves. The skeletal remains were our favourite find, 

as we marvelled at the leaves  inner structure altered 

through the passage of time. I like how mum’s   

shadowed figure passes through the leaves,         

playfully kicking them up into the air.  

 

The leaves pass by me, becoming larger and more 

transparent — moving through and breaking down 

in the cycle of life. 
 

A silent, creative, transforming spirit carries our  

conversations, memories, and our love of nature.
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PONDERINGS... 

LAYERS IN THE PROCESS... 



 
‘I’ 
I forgot all about it 
I was invited to return 
I saw how lost I was in it 
I felt the grief once heavy - now lifted - gone 
I wondered how I could be found in all this mess and  
despair. 
I’m glad I didn’t slip off the edge and not return. 
 
I sit with it, quietly  
I feel the soft breeze coming through the work, and it 
sounds like it is calling me. 
I see differently now. 
I want to say or add something more in this space. 
I feel my spirit is lifted 
I want to arrive – not leave. 
 
I notice how the floating white marks catch my attention 
I become aware of possible connections 
I paint myself in again...larger...stronger. 
 
I paint the leaves... leaving... letting go 
I’m ok with not-quite-knowing where they are going. 
 
I sense fortitude in my new position.  

 
 

Table 7 —  ‘I-Poem’   (April, 2010) 
I write a personal statement about my experience in 

painting my self-portrait (in Appendix A1). From this 

statement I recreate an ‘I-poem’ (Table 7) that       

captures the essence of the work in process. 

CREATING THE I-POEM... 
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Searching through my own descriptive 

story, I choose resonant key words and 

place them in four clustered groups noting 

themes: Engulfed, Retreat, Liberation, and 

Silenced (Table 8).  
 

The following group of related keywords 

(clustered) seen on page 71 (in Table 9), 

are sourced from Tables 4,6 and 8 (key 

words from mine, along with my supervisor 

and colleague’s responses offered during       

research supervision). 

 

Small thumbnail images complement these 

five themes. At the bottom of each cluster 

(shown in Table 9), are short poetic           

descriptions created from the keywords 

which offer a reduction to essence, linking 

text with image in a creative way. 

REDUCTION IN THE DATA... 

Table 8 — Resonant key words from my own descriptions  

Engulfed 

dark space of thanatos 
turbulent 
ominous 
substation of ruin and  
sadness 
grief 
displacement 
concealed 
murky 
dark chaotic space 
ambush 
mess and destruction 
unpredictable 
surprise, confusion,     
trouble, disappointment, 
foreboding, and             
entanglement 
radioactive 
haphazard 
contaminated 
a human Belladonna 
opaque covering 
messy 
red hot coals 
residue 
smudged 
pain and suffering 
death 
gust of wind 
ruin and despair 
downwards 
scythe 
leavings – leftovers -  
residue 
  

Retreat 

easily slip out of the       
picture 
not return 
slip away 
left, alone, 
haunting its’ edges 
to the margins 
safety and solace 
lost in our own ways 
protect 
departure 
weakened 
ghostly spirit recedes 
to act as a barrier for      
protection  
part our ways 
on the fringe 
blurred and disconnected 
I skirt the edges 
into the distance 
disappearing 
passive 
stoical 
the edge 
defined 
supports 
holding firm 
grasping 
umbrella 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Liberation 

transcending 
stronger 
healthy joyful life 
close 
true to form 
release 
intuitively 
complete 
foundations 
feel understood 
affirms 
active 
resolve and courage 
found 
interacting 
connections 
inspired 
closer in spirit 
upside 
regenerative 
present 
tranquillity 
floating white shapes and 
lines 
life,  
liberally 
self-embraced 
receptive—carefree 
inspired 
meet another 
gentleness-searching 
open for life to flow through 
secure, shared 
a lighter environment 
optimistic present 
transparent 
open -  inner 
care-fully 
floating 
autumn leaves 
  

Silenced 

softened and submitting 
surrender 
silence 
lonely 
loss 
closes herself off 
lost 
lost connections 
nothing found. 
misplaced space 
white flag of defeat 
silence 
holding the white flag at the  
last post 
lonely 
last post 
retracting 
lost connections 
give up 
the fallen 
breaking down 
fraying away 
vulnerability 
hollowed out 
white fraying flag 
cut away 
withdrawn 
frayed at the edge 
almost disappeared 
delicate 
go right through 
weak 
flyaway 
leave 
skeletal 
leaving - separating –  
departing – passing –  
exiting - outward bound 
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Silenced

softened and submitting 
surrender  
silence 
lonely, loss 
closes herself off  
lost  
lost connections  
misplaced space 
white flag of defeat 
silence    
nothing found 
holding the white flag at the 
last post   
lonely last post   
retracting  
lost connections  
give up   
the fallen  
breaking down  
fraying away  
vulnerability  
white fraying flag  
cut away 
withdrawn  
frayed at the edge 
almost disappeared 
delicate, go right through  
weak—flyaway  
leave skeletal  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Melancholic 

on her own  
she sits alone 
static  
white space  
moment of safety  
coverings 
she sits alone  
fog  
long gone  
 
Hollowed out  
full of holes  
not full 
hollowed out in the head and 
heart 
windows 
feel intrusive to go into the 
hollowed part 
big hollow spaces in her  
feel inside those hollows 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The edge  

the side  
does it lead out  
obscured in its origins  
lead toward  
heading away  
on the edge 
 I remain  
on the edge  
 
Anonymity 

not letting us in 
harder to go into the head  
meaning is withheld  
not give us anything to go by 
more limited  
need permission to go in 
ok to touch the edges 
 
Retreat  
easily slip out of the picture  
not return 
slip away 
left, alone 
haunting its’ edges 
to the margins 
safety and solace  
lost in our own ways  
protect  
departure, weakened  
ghostly spirit recedes  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this storm 

maelstrom gathers            
momentum  
wild - in a storm 
turned—trailing 
horns of dilemma               
apprehension  
pensive  
captured 
 
Engulfed 

dark space of thanatos 
turbulent  
ominous 
substation of ruin and       
sadness 
grief and despair  
displacement 
concealed 
murky, dark chaotic space 
ambush 
mess and destruction 
unpredictable 
surprise, confusion, trouble, 
disappointment, foreboding, 
and entanglement 
radioactive  
haphazard  
contaminated 
a human Belladonna  
opaque covering, messy  
red hot coals  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
She’s present 
can’t ignore her at all 
something’s present  
touches me holding 
extremely present possibility 
to be seen 
got your attention  
easier to travel into the body  
very intimate 
meeting each other  
lean of posture  
I can feel how she was made 
when I  
go in there 
acceptance 
 
Liberation 
transcending 
stronger 
healthy joyful life 
close, true to form 
release  
intuitively  
complete, foundations  
feel understood 
Affirms, positive, active  
resolve and courage  
found  
interacting, connections 
inspired, closer in spirit  
upside  

Table 9 — Images, key words and poetic descriptions 
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leaving - separating – departing  
passing – exiting - outward 
bound 
 
Insubstantiality  
reverie 
may not know 
may not know  
may not know  
blank, ephemeral, dreaming  
diminishing figures dissipate  
 
Surrender 
won’t fight anymore, curled in 
whatever will be will be 
sadness, lost her face  
can’t get up, very still 
quiet deep sadness 
just the threads of it 
 
SURRENDER (silence) 
In this silence I crouch at the last 
post surrendering in defeat, 
weak and frayed. I may not know 
I’m breaking down. Lost in this 
silence I feel the threads of this 
sadness.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALONE (emptiness) 

My body and mind feel like  
windows which are open and 
hollow to see right through. 
Loneliness passing by. Alone 
and vulnerable. The fog     
covers me in a moment of 
safety. 

 

to act as a barrier for protection  
part our ways 
on the fringe  
blurred and disconnected  
I skirt the edges  
into the distance 
disappearing  
passive  
stoical 
the edge  
defined  
grasping  
umbrella  
 
 
 
 
 
PROTECTION (retreat) 
Sensing the edge lost in my 
way,  
 
I skirt to the edges for           
protection.  I remain on the 
side, obscured from my origins, 
where it is easy for me to slip 
away and not return. If I depart, 
past the fringe, edge or       
margins, I fear the empty void 
of non-feeling.  

 

residue 
smudged  
pain and suffering  
death 
gust of wind  
ruin and despair 
downwards 
scythe  
leavings – leftovers -   
residue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FORBODING (entangled) 
As the wild storm gathers   
momentum, this ominous dark 
space speaks of    trouble and 
foreboding.  Apprehension 
entangles me – in the horns of       
dilemma. Captured in the    
unpredictable, I fear an      
ambush of pain and suffering, 
ruin and despair – just as the 
scythe leaves no leftovers. 

 

carefree, inspired 
regenerative  
present, tranquillity  
floating white shapes and lines 
art of mending   
life, liberally, receptive 
self-embraced  
gentleness, meet another 
searching  
supports, holding firm, secure 
shared, optimistic 
present, transparent 
open, inner, care-fully  
a lighter environment 
open for life to flow through  
floating, Autumn, leaves  
 
 
PRESENT 
While meeting each other some-
thing touches the foundations of 
who I am. In receptivity of being 
seen by the other, I feel under-
stood and liberated. This lighter 
environment is open, joyful and 
inspiring – for life to flow 
through.  
 
In this gentle acceptance I feel 
care-fully affirmed and positively 
found.  

Table 9 —   Continued... and depictions 

REDUCTION TO ESSENCE... (visual & poetic depictions from the clusters 

The following creative visual poetic depictions present new ways of       

understanding my experience of chaos and despair, loss and grief,     

acceptance and feeling affirmed. These images with text reinforce new 

ways for validating the transient nature of my grieving. These poetic 

visual descriptions are a result of our relational co-constructions: of    

being present to my experience of grief, to my emergent creative 

process, and our collective presence offered by my supervisor and 

peers. They are mini creative syntheses which show the layered        

dimensions of experience with self and other in the artmaking  

process.  
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Foreboding and entanglement  
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Loneliness and hollowness 
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Sensing the edge 
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Silence and surrender 
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Being present 
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Table 10 presents a descriptive experiential and phenomenological account of seeing,    

hearing and  feeling (SHF) the finished artwork. This additional process (carried out 

for each portrait to expand and condense data) offers new ways of knowing me in my 

story, as expressed through the artwork. Resonant key words (presented in bold) are 

thereafter clustered into four themes, that of Connection, Separation, Clarity and      

Protection which are evident in the work (see Table 11). The layout for exhibiting this 

portrait is seen in Figure 11. 

Table 10 —  Seeing, hearing and feeling my finished portrait 
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Seeing the image: 

Hearing the image: 

Feeling the image: 



 
Connection 
eyes open are fixed  
engagingly, eyes are open  
not looking back  
open circular shape 
uplifting, moving, transforming  
great transformation 
change—movement  
pass through—circle of life 
merging and blending  
intermittent chattering flute notes that 
offer hope and freedom 
light-hearted, jump about without 
worry, swirl round and round  
jester-like, oscillating, inbetween 
rhythmic melodies run up and down 
back and forth , round and round, 
chase themselves  
connections amid two worlds  
brass and wind instruments play 
together  
deep brassy sounding instruments  
hold the listener  
in a continuous stream, connections, 
felt, both tunes play harmoniously      
together, side-by-side 
accord, unity, play by heart  
holding lightly, hold many  
 
 
CONNECTION BETWEEN 
Oscillating inbetween, we enter with 
eyes open for clarity and connection.  
Amid two worlds in unity, both tunes 
play harmoniously together merging 
and blending  in  a rhythmic, uplifting 
beat that brings transformation. 
The chattering notes of the flute and 
brass instruments play together...play 
by heart.  

 
Separation  
opaque 
holds nothing  
blurred  
going nowhere 
limp  
blurred out  
white milky  
lost and mournful  
flyaway 
loose leaves  
flutter and fall loosely  
whimsical sweeping notes 
everywhere 
go with the wind  
where they come from 
where they are going 
wispy they drift by 
convex white shapes float  
downwards  
lost in this chaotic space  
all the mess and confusion behind  
upheaval  
leaving is felt 
  
  
  
  
 
 
SEPARATION 
Eyes closed, drifting and lost in this 
chaotic space, the flyaway floats 
away whimsically with the wind.    
Engulfed in the mess and confusion – 
I’m going nowhere... holding       
nothing...     
 
...drifting by 

 
Clarity 
arcing white sharp shapes catches  
my attention 
wanting to know 
noticeable 
ridges 
defined  
raised 
intentional 
brighter  
firmly holding 
nothing blocking her view 
said  
clarity  
tells a never ending story 
communications  
cluster 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLARITY 
Firmly holding with nothing blocking 
my view, communications are clear 
with intent – I want to know. Defined 
and noticeable, what is said catches 
my attention like a cluster of raised 
ridges on a flat plane.  
 
 

 
Protection 
protected and closed off 
closed eyes appear downcast  
blank 
place of messiness 
diminishing 
 (disappearance is felt) 
figure with her eyes closed  
sheltered from the darker in a place of 
hardship and difficulty 
chaotic realms  
arc crossing over the top  
hovering  
fixed  
moaning sombre  
moody Blue’s echo the dark cloudy 
background 
teardrop  
lamenting notes of sadness and despair  
beckoning  
melancholic and longing tune 
delicate melody  
engulfed 
hold one  
holds heavily  
 
 
 
 
 
PROTECTION 
Blank and downcast, a dark   
melancholic cloud echoes sombre 
moody Blues of sadness and despair. 
Sheltered from the dark chaotic realm,  
a large white arc hovers over the top to 
protect the figure with closed eyes. In a 
place of messiness, hardship and      
difficulty, with lamenting teardrops... 
disappearance is felt.   

Table 11 — Resonant key words — SHF the artwork — descriptive statements 
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Presentation of artwork in process during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV  2012 

Figure 11 — Self-portrait shown with writing on the wall during the exhibition  
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